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We present a wafer trimming technique for producing superconducting micro-resonator arrays with
highly uniform frequency spacing. With the light-emitting diode mapper technique demonstrated
previously, we first map the measured resonance frequencies to the physical resonators. Then, we
fine-tune each resonator’s frequency by lithographically trimming a small length, calculated from
the deviation of the measured frequency from its design value, from the interdigitated capacitor.
We demonstrate this technique on a 127-resonator array made from titanium-nitride and show that
the uniformity of frequency spacing is greatly improved. The array yield in terms of frequency collisions improves from 84% to 97%, while the quality factors and noise properties are unaffected.
The wafer trimming technique provides an easy-to-implement tool to improve the yield and multiplexing density of large resonator arrays, which is important for various applications in photon
detection and quantum computing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5016190
Superconducting micro-resonators are important for many
applications such as photon detection,1 quantum-limited amplifiers,2 readout of superconducting qubits,3 and readout of
nanomechanical resonators.4 They are of particular interest for
superconducting detector applications because they are simple
to fabricate and a large array of detectors can be read out
through microwave frequency-domain multiplexing, which
significantly reduces the complexity and cost of cryogenic wirings and readout electronics. For example, microwave kinetic
inductance detectors (MKIDs)1,5,6 are low-temperature detectors based on high-quality factor (high-Q) superconducting resonators.7 A large MKID array with thousands of resonators
(pixels) can be fabricated with a small number of photolithography steps and read out with only a pair of coaxial cables into
the cryostat. After over a decade of development, MKIDs
are now used in both astronomical instruments8–11 and nonastronomical applications.12–14
The pixel counts of large MKID arrays in major MKID
instruments deployed and in development are growing
rapidly, from hundreds15–17 to thousands18–21 of pixels per
wafer. As the array size and multiplexing density increase,
resonator frequency collisions have become a serious problem that limits the array yield. The resonance frequencies are
inevitably shifted from their design values due to various factors, such as non-uniformity in the superconducting critical
temperature (Tc), film thickness, and over-etch depth across
the wafer. When two resonators are too close to each other in
frequency space, referred to as a frequency collision, they
cannot be read out properly due to cross-talk, thus reducing
the effective array yield. Here, the yield is defined as the
number of useful non-colliding pixels over the total number
of resonators. This problem becomes more severe in larger
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arrays because more resonators must be placed in a given frequency bandwidth, requiring smaller spacing between adjacent resonance frequencies, resulting in more unwanted
frequency collisions.
There are several approaches to reduce frequency collisions to improve the yield for large MKID arrays. The first
approach is to increase the quality factor Q of the resonators.
However, in many applications, the detector bandwidth and
optical loading conditions limit the highest Q to be less than
50 000. Another approach is to improve the fabrication process in order to achieve better wafer uniformity. For example,
at NIST, we have developed proximity-coupled TiN/Ti/TiN
trilayer and multilayer films for the next generation balloonborne large aperture submillimeter telescope (BLAST-TNG),
which have greatly reduced the Tc non-uniformity from over
20% to less than 2% across a 76.2 mm wafer22,23 as compared
to sub-stoichiometric TiN films.24 As the size of the array and
the required multiplexing density continue to grow, it
becomes more and more challenging to reduce frequency collisions through further improvement in the film uniformity.
In this letter, we propose an alternative easy-to-implement technique based on two successive rounds of design,
fabrication, and measurement to produce a final resonator
array with ideal frequency spacing and an extremely low
frequency collision rate. In the second round, the resonance
frequencies are re-tuned by lithographically trimming the
interdigitated capacitor (IDC) of each resonator, using the
measured resonance frequency information from the first
round. We demonstrate this technique on a 127-resonator
array from a TiN/Ti/TiN multilayer film and show that the
array yield improves from 84% to 97%, while the resonator
quality factors and noise properties remain unaffected.
In this work, we study lumped-element kinetic inductance detectors (LEKIDs)5 consisting of an inductor and an
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IDC. In our LEKID array, all the resonators are designed to
have the same inductor, and the unique frequency of each
resonator is defined by varying the number of IDC fingers.
The trimming technique consists of 6 steps which involve
two rounds of design, fabrication, and measurement. Figure
1(a) shows a flow chart of the steps which are explained
below:
Step 1: Initial design of the MKID array. Assume that we
want to design an array of N resonators with design frequencies of fdes,i (i ¼ 1, 2,…, N). The set {fdes,i} usually
forms a frequency comb which fits within a certain readout
bandwidth. The desired number of IDC fingers of each resofor our design) is
nator NIDC,i (ranging between 59 and 99 
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
~ IDC;i ,
calculated from the relation fdes;i ¼ 1
2p LCN
where the capacitance per finger (1200 lm) C~ ¼ 66 fF and
the total inductance L ¼ 6.95 nH are derived from electromagnetic simulations using empirical material parameters
obtained from previous experiments. In this initial design
step, we have ignored any wafer non-uniformity and
assumed common L and C~ among all the resonators.
Step 2: First fabrication. In this step, the wafer is patterned
into an array of resonators with the design number of IDC
fingers NIDC,i.
Step 3: Frequency measurement and LED mapping. It is
straightforward to measure the transmission S21 of the entire
array which contains all the resonances using a vector network analyzer (VNA). However, it is difficult to correctly

FIG. 1. (a) A flow chart of the trimming technique consisting of 6 steps with
two rounds of design, fabrication, and measurement. (b) Schematic drawing
(not to scale) of the MKID single-pixel design for BLAST-TNG.25 There
are two lumped-element MKIDs within a pixel, and the two inductors are
orthogonally aligned to achieve dual-polarization-sensitivity. The red circle
shows the waveguide aperture where the inductive absorbers are illuminated
by millimeter-wave radiation. (c) Schematic illustration of the IDC trimming
process. The red area represents the IDC fingers (2 lm finger/gap width).
The dark/light blue areas represent the areas where IDC fingers are etched
off. In the first fabrication step (Step 2 in the flow chart), the first finger from
the right was cut at position “A,” leaving a gap there (dark blue area). In the
IDC trimming step (Step 5), the first finger from the right is entirely etched
off and the second finger from the right was cut at position “B” (light blue
area). The total number of IDC fingers is reduced, and the frequency is tuned
upwards.
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correspond each resonance to its physical resonator on the
wafer because the resonances are shifted from their design
values due to wafer non-uniformity. In this step, we use the
LED wafer mapping tool that we have previously developed
especially for this purpose26 to establish the correspondence
between the measured frequency fmea, i and the number of
fingers NIDC,i of the i-th resonator on the wafer.
Step 4: Array re-design. To account for the deviation of
we set up a
fmea,i from fdes,i due towafer non-uniformity,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.
2p Li C~i NIDC;i , where Li and C~i
new model fmea;i ¼ 1
are introduced to account for the local variations of inductance and capacitance at the location of the i-th resonator.
By analyzing the fmea, i vs. NIDC,i data obtained from Step 3,
we retrieve the local Li C~i product of each resonator. We

then set up a new frequency comb ffdes;i
g as our new design

frequencies. We require that fdes;i ⲏ fmea;i because in the
next step, we will etch off a small portionfrom the original
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
.


2p Li C~i NIDC;i
IDC fingers. Calculated from fdes;i ¼ 1
using the derived Li C~i values, the i-th resonator is re
designed to have a new number of IDC fingers NIDC;i
ð NIDC;i Þ.
Step 5: IDC trimming. In this step, the wafer is sent back to
the clean room and a small portion of each IDC is trimmed
off using lithographical tools and reactive ion etching which

reduces the number of IDC fingers from NIDC,i to NIDC;i
.
Step 6: Frequency re-measurement of the trimmed array. In
this step, we repeat the VNA sweep and LED mapping procedures in Step 3 to obtain the new resonance frequencies

ffmea;i
g. Comparison and statistics are carried out on both


fmea;i and fdes;i
to evaluate the effect of the array trimming
technique.
To demonstrate our array trimming technique, we made
a 127-pixel hexagonal close-packed LEKID array from a
60 nm thick multilayer TiN/Ti/TiN film (Tc  1.6 K) on a
76.2 mm intrinsic Si wafer. Both the pixel design and array
format are identical to BLAST-TNG25 in the 500 lm band.
Each pixel consists of orthogonal TiN absorbers attached to
a pair of IDC [Fig. 1(b)]. In this letter, we study only the 127
X-pol resonators.
In the initial design step (Step 1), the design resonance
frequencies are in a geometric series as fdes,i ¼ 750 MHz
 1.002i–1, where i ¼ 1,…,127 is the resonator index along
the meandering feedline on the wafer. The coupling quality
factor is designed to be Qc  30 000, which will yield a total
quality factor Q  20 000 under optical loading (quality factor reduced under background loading due to Cooper pair
breaking). Both Q and Qc values are taken from the BLASTTNG 500 lm array design.25
In the first fabrication step (Step 2), we patterned the
wafer using a semi-automated “tiling and trimming” technique developed for BLAST-TNG arrays with a stepper
tool.27 In this technique, a mask of the standard pixel tile
[Fig. 1(b)] containing the common inductor part and a full
IDC with 176 fingers is repeatedly exposed onto the wafer at
the desired pixel positions. A second set of IDC trimming
masks [dark blue area in Fig. 1(c)] is used to cut each
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resonator’s IDC fingers at the desired position [position “A”
in Fig. 1(c)] to create the designed frequency comb. This
fabrication technique limits the number of stepper masks,
ensures high quality and uniformity in the stepper lithography because all pixels are patterned from the same standard
pixel mask, and provides considerable flexibility in resonator
frequency definition and array layout.
After the wafer is made, we cooled it down along with
the LED-mapper setup (Step 3) in a dilution refrigerator. We
measured the transmission S21 of the MKID array at the base
temperature of 40 mK using a VNA, and all the resonances
were matched to their physical pixel on the wafer using the
LED-mapper tool. As shown by the red curve in Fig. 2, 127
resonance dips are clearly observed in the frequency range
spanning from 700 MHz to 930 MHz. The local Li C~i values
for each resonator were determined after the LED mapping
process.
In the re-design step (Step 4), in order to correct the
effect of wafer non-uniformity, we selected a new set of

design frequencies fdes;i
¼ 739 MHz  1:002i1 and designed

a new set of NIDC;i based on the local Li C~i values obtained in
Step 3.
In the next re-fabrication step (Step 5), a small portion

of the IDC finger (NIDC;i  NIDC;i
) was lithographically patterned and removed [blue area in Fig. 1(c)] for resonators
that require frequency trimming. While it is possible to use
the stepper tool and the same IDC trimming mask again to
cut the IDC fingers, we used a maskless aligner (MLA) tool
which is more convenient and can also be used for non-standard wafer size. It directly exposes a whole-wafer pattern
from a computer file containing all areas to be etched off
onto the wafer by laser scanning without using a chrome
mask. The pattern file was generated by our homemade program which automatically draws the 127 patches [blue area
in Fig. 1(c)] at the calculated positions. Although the lithography resolution of the MLA (1 lm) is poorer than the
stepper (sub-micrometer), it is adequate for our purpose, and
the lithographical error has a negligible effect on the resonance frequency.
After IDC trimming, we measured the MKID wafer at
40 mK again, and S21 is shown by the blue curve in Fig. 2.

FIG. 2. A comparison of S21 (including cable loss and amplifier gain) for the
MKID array before (red) and after (blue) the trimming process. The red
curve is moved up by 20 dB for clarity. Note that the resonance depths are
unchanged after trimming, suggesting that the quality factors are unchanged.
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One can see that the resonances are globally shifted up by
about 20 MHz since we have reduced the number of IDC fingers for most resonators. It is obvious that the uniformity of
the frequency spacing after trimming is greatly improved.
Figure 3(a) shows the design and measured frequency
before and after trimming. The fractional frequency deviation d ¼ (fmea – fdes)/fdes, which reveals the quantitative agreement between the measured and design frequencies, is
plotted in Fig. 3(b). Before trimming, fmea exhibits an obvious periodic deviation from fdes as shown in both Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b). As discussed in our previous paper,26 this is caused
by a radial non-uniformity of Tc across the wafer in multilayer TiN/Ti/TiN films. Resonators near the turns of the
meandering feedline are in general located on the outer ring
of the wafer where Tc is lower and kinetic inductance is
higher, leading to the larger negative deviation of the resonance frequency. On average, fmea is lower by a factor of
2.4  102 than its design value fdes, which may be attributed to the inaccurate L and C values used in the initial
design and the wafer non-uniformity. It is clear that the measured frequency is much closer to the design frequency after
the trimming process, as shown in Fig. 3(b). The maximum
deviation jdjmax is only 4.5  103 which is significantly
smaller than that before trimming. We notice that all the
measured frequencies shifted down by 2  103 from the
design frequencies. As a reference, the 76th resonator is
untrimmed during the re-fabrication process (NIDC;76

¼ NIDC;76
), but its frequency also shifted down by 2  103
like other trimmed resonators. This suggests that the global
shift is a systematic effect (such as surface oxidation), which
is not associated with the array trimming process. Taking
Q ¼ 20 000, the 5-linewidth frequency collision criterion (the
spacing between adjacent resonances is smaller than 5f/Q)
excludes 20 (or 16%) resonators before trimming and only 4
(or 3%) resonators after trimming. Therefore, the array yield
is significantly improved, from 84% to 97%.

FIG. 3. (a) Design and measured resonance frequency vs. resonator (pixel)
index. The black cross and red cross represent the design frequency (fdes)
and the corresponding measured frequency (fmea) before trimming. The

and measured fregreen point and blue point are the design frequency fdes

after trimming. Compared to the data before trimming, the periquency fmea


from fdes
is too small to
odic deviation vanishes and the deviation of fmea
distinguish in (a). (b) The fractional frequency deviation vs. resonator index,
which shows that the trimming technique significantly reduces the deviation
between the design and measured frequency.
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Figure 4 compares the distribution of fractional frequency spacing for the MKID array before and after the
trimming process. Here, the fractional frequency spacing is
calculated from df =f ¼ðfmea;nþ1 fmea;n Þ=fmea;n ; n¼1;…;126.
Before trimming, df/f shows larger scatter from 1105 to
1.3102, while the design fractional spacing is 2103.
The scatter is greatly reduced after the trimming process.
The histogram in Fig. 4(b) fits well to a Gaussian distribution, which allows us to predict the ultimate array yield from
the formula derived in the supplementary material
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>
:
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2
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(1)
where P0 is the probability for a resonator to survive collisions with all the other resonators, w ¼ 1/Q is the normalized
resonator linewidth, D is the designed fractional frequency
spacing, and r is the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution. Assuming 5-linewidth exclusion, v ¼ 5, the yield
of a MKID array with 1000 resonators distributed in an
octave bandwidth is predicted to be 81%. This yield and the
multiplexing density are desirable for many MKID instruments and their readout electronics.
Last, we have also verified that the quality factor and
noise of the resonators remain unchanged before and after
the trimming process. Therefore, the detector performance is
not affected. In conclusion, we have demonstrated a wafer
trimming technique which combines two successive rounds
of design, fabrication, and measurement together to produce
a final resonator array with ideal frequency spacing and
extremely low frequency collision rate. We use this technique on a 127-resonator array made from a TiN/Ti/TiN
multilayer film and show that the array yield improves from
84% to 97%, while the resonator quality factors and noise
properties remain unaffected. We have also demonstrated
that the measured resonance frequency matches its design

FIG. 4. (a) Histogram of the fractional frequency spacing before the trimming process. (b) Histogram of the fractional frequency spacing after the
trimming process. The red dash line fits to a Gaussian distribution f ðxÞ
ðxlÞ2
2r2

1
e
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2pr

, with l ¼ 0.002 and r ¼ 3.5  104.

value within an accuracy of 4.5  103 after the trimming
process.
The proposed wafer trimming technique and its principle are applicable to any superconducting films, even films
with poor uniformity, and other resonator types than
lumped-element resonators. It can also be easily modified to
re-adjust other parameters of the array (such as the coupling
Qc). Our technique provides an easy-to-implement and effective tool to improve the yield and multiplexing density of
large resonator arrays, which may find broad applications in
photon detection and quantum computing.
See supplementary material for the derivation of frequency collision probability and array yield formula.
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the National Natural Science Foundation of China (Grant
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